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The White Paper is a product of Crypto Makers Foundation for the purpose of
public dissemination.
Crypto Makers Foundation (CMF) is a decentralized autonomous organization
(DAO) for investing in non fungible tokens (NFTs) used in virtual worlds and
blockchain-based games.
The organization’s mission is to create the biggest virtual world economy,
optimizing its community-owned assets for maximum utility and sharing its
profits with its token holders.
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VISION
Crypto Makers Foundation is a community-driven platform empowering
users by rewarding them for their engagement and enjoyment.
By using innovative tokenomics, utilizing Play to earn, Networking,
scholarships and GameFi. Whilst also combining the best of DeFi and NFTs.
We want you to be part of this revolutionary industry, obtaining
cryptocurrencies, creating profits, helping the community and learning
everything that decentralized finance and Nfts will bring.
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CHALLENGES

AND SOLUTIONS

1

2

Gaming guilds have proven
themselves to be an effective
onboarding vehicle for this new
gaming era. Thus, we foresee
multiple forms of gaming guilds that
cater to different types of players,
from play-to-earn to social guilds,
many more gaming projects and a
more comprehensive range of NFT
assets across the metaverse in the
near future.

Our first Gamefi Protocol Wisdom
Meta combines the best of the nonfungible token (NFT) and the
decentralized finance (DeFi) space,
bringing yield farming to game
economies while adding value to
these virtual worlds by developing
the content and economy of these
games.
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GROWTH

POTENTIAL
With blockchain and NFT, the gaming experience can be taken to another level.
We see a future where blockchain games become a norm and the metaverse
becomes as interoperable as the real world.
At the same time, we want to create value in the virtual world for our guild
members to thrive in a virtual environment - the competitive gamers, the artists,
and content creators that populate the metaverse.
We want to own and develop assets in the metaverse as we believe that virtual
economies will be more valuable than real-world economies over time.
Not to mention that virtual economies have proven to gain prominence, to be
much more effective and to interact better with the disruptive technologies that
have been developed in recent times. Making gaming one of the markets with the
greatest growth opportunities among the population worldwide.
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ACTIVITIES

OF CMF
CMF's goal is to maximize the value of NFTs used in virtual
worlds and blockchain-based games.Its protocol is automated
by smart contracts instructed by consensus through the DAO
based on governance proposals and voting of a distributed
network of token holders.
Building a global community of play-to-earn gamers who play
competitively to collect in-game rewards (e.g. players in Axie
Infinity earning tokens from winning battles).
Producing revenue through the rental or sale of CMF-owned
NFT assets.
Allowing the community to participate in the DAO by passing
proposals and voting.
Coordinating research and development for gamers in the DAO
to arbitrage on yield generation by being competitive in
metaverse-related games.
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BUSINESS

MODEL
As technology allows more people to move more of their lives online, an
entire digital economy is developing inside these new virtual worlds,
known as “the metaverse”.
Crypto Makers Foundation business model builds both, the real-world
value into the crypto gaming industry with our Guilds and also the
fundamental metaverse economics that we recreate in our NFT gamefi
platform Wisdom Meta.
The Scholarships model involves lending assets (NFTs) to the recruited
gamers , allowing them to start playing and earning without any upfront
cost, therefore removing the barriers to entry. The guild model is
revolutionary in the GameFi space.
This is one of the reasons why guilds are necessary, aside from
supporting players, guilds also support games by onboarding large
communities.
Our goal is to create an infrastructure that helps to onboard, connect,
and add real value to the entire community.
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BUSINESS

THESIS
The primary revenue of the DAO will come from leveraging CMF-owned
NFT assets, either directly, or indirectly, via a rental program where
guild members utilize the assets in exchange for a portion of the ingame rewards going directly to CMF.
NFT ownership will benefit from the rise of the in-game asset’s
economic value being reflected in the value of its native fungible token
on the open market.
The value of all activities in CMF will be captured in the fully diluted
market capitalisation of CMF governance tokens.
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VOCABULARY
Dao
is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization.
DeFi
Decentralized Finance.
NFT’s
Non-fungible token.
Play to earn
Play-to-earn games allow users to farm or collect crypto and NFTs
that can be sold on the market.
GameFi
It’s a mix of two words: gaming and decentralized finance.
Tokenomics
coined from the words "token" and "economics", is an informal term
that explains the structure and the cycle of how a token is acquired
and used.
Scholarships
The Scholarships model involves lending assets (NFTs) to the
recruited gamers , allowing them to start playing and earning without
any upfront cost, therefore removing the barriers to entry. The guild
model is revolutionary in the GameFi space.
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COMMUNITY
AND ASSETS

+500

+1.500
SCHOLARSHIP
Waitlist

+350K

+1 Millón

+3.500

USD

USD

BACKERS

TVL cryptos
in staking

Portfolio Nfts
in the Gamefi
Industry

in our marketing
platform.

+20

+250K

Technology

PEOPLE

BLOCKCHAIN
developers

engagement
reach in our social
media platforms
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THE TREASURY
The role of the CMF treasury is to oversee the management of CMF assets to
maximize value returned to the CMF DAO over time.

ECONOMIC

ACTIVITIES
Purchase of assets in the form of cryptocurrencies, virtual assets in
the metaverse, in-game tokens , as well as other NFTs to contribute
to the development of metaverse economies.
Arbitrage farms to maximize yields.
Manage locked, unvested, undistributed tokens of all parties.
Perform financial operations such as accounting, audits, reporting
and tax.
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TOKENOMICS
There will be 1,000,000,000 CMF tokens minted in aggregate. Distribution of
supply will occur in multiple phases scheduled at different dates and for
different purposes.
Allocation is as follows:
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BACKEND:
BINANCE SMART CHAIN
The Crypto Makers Foundation project decided to develop on the platform of
Binance Smart Chain BSC.
In the Wisdom Meta, there are different assets like Cryptos and NFTs which are
unique. They need to be protected by smart contracts. There are a lot of buying
and selling transactions that need smart contracts and decentralized platforms
between buyers and sellers.
Features like staking, Yield farm NFT, level up Nft’s and joint ventures are all
smart contracts running on BSC's platform.Our goal is to help players of
Wisdom Meta GameFi protect their assets forever. To do this, we believe that BSC
is our best choice at the moment.

CMF Token Usage can be used for the following:
Participate in the DAO by passing proposals and voting.
Used as a payment method for our gamers.
Stake CMF for CMF token rewards.
Use CMF to Mint NFT’s in our first GameFi Platform Wisdom Meta.
Stake CMF for Wisdom Token rewards , the utility token used in
Wisdom Meta.
Participate in launch pools in our GameFi metaverse.
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CMF
TOKEN VALUE
The tokens represent the activities of Crypto Makers Foundation DAO from NFT
asset rentals, merchandise, esports and NFT breeding activities.
As the metaverse NFT economy grows, especially in gaming, it will have a
multiplier effect on the value of CMF.
Aside from it being positively correlated with the metaverse economy, its yields
are from vetted projects and revenue generating activities from those projects.
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Our first Gamefi Protocol
powered by
CMF Dao Token.
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WIDO
TOKEN VALUE
The tokens represent the economy of our first Gamefi protocol powered by our
community.
Crypto Makers Foundation DAO has created a unique infrastructure that builds on the
growing DeFi ecosystem and combines it with Gaming through unique NFTs and Art.
“This protocol represents how our community with many different types of jobs in the
real world are powering our mission to create the most powerful guild in the crypto
gaming metaverse”.
We have created a unique yield farming mechanism that puts your NFTs to work. By
staking unique NFTs users can farm the Crypto Maker Foundation platform DAO token
(CMF).
Using Liquidity Pools, Yield Farming, and NFTs, the GameFi infrastructure will not just
find the best yield strategies for users but also generate unique NFTs collections that can
be used across the metaverse.
•

Users can Yield Farm by staking Pancakeswap CMF-BNB LP (BEP20) into Wisdom
Meta Ventures to obtain WISDOM token rewards.

•

CMF tokens can be used to create your own NFT’s collection of avatars through the
Smart Contract.

•

By staking CMF tokens the users are rewarded with our utility token in our gamefi
Metaverse named Wisdom (WIDO).

•

WIDO tokens can be used to make ventures in the Gamefi Protocol to collect more
CMF tokens. 200,000,000 tokens serve in this pool distributed in a vesting schedule
of 3 years.

•

Entrepreneurs NFT Yield Farming CMF Token.
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HOW IT WORKS
To build a truly user driven NFT ecosystem, the Wisdom Meta platform provides a set of designs
created by great artists and drawers to be used by our community.

1

2
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Create your account by
connecting your metamask
wallet.

Select from our gallery of
different aspects to create
an avatar.

Use BNB or CMF tokens to
mint your NFT avatar and
get ready to join the Gamefi
Metaverse.
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4

Join the GameFi Metaverse
with your own NFT to earn
CMF Tokens.

Stake Wisdom tokens to
level up your NFT avatar.

Create a Liquidity pool
BNB/CMF to earn Wisdom
Tokens.

“Whether you are a game developer, artist, or an NFT collector users can make use of the
Wisdom META platform to not just create but also to earn”.
Each Entrepreneur NFT minted in our random algorithm selection criteria has a Wisdom level
potential that can be upgraded by staking Wisdom tokens.
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TOKENS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
OVER 3 YEARS
ACCORDING TO THE BELOW SCHEDULE:

Total Token Rewards
after launch protocol.

200,000,000 CMF Tokens

Q1-Q2

Q3-Q4

Q5-Q6

30%

20%

20%

of the total

of the total

of the total

reward.

reward.

reward.

Q7-Q8

P9-P10

Q11-Q12

10%

10%

10%

of the total

of the total

of the total

reward.

reward.

reward.
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NFT
ON-CHAIN ATTRIBUTES
Each unique NFT venture random creation has the following parameters.
The NFT Wisdom META Creator is a platform for artists and designers to create
their own NFT’s to be used across the Gamefi Platform . By removing all the
technical barriers with understanding Smart Contracts, makes the process as
simple as possible and gives all the tools required for the user to be rewarded
for their creations.
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PROBABILITY OF MINT NFTS
AND THEIRS WISDOM
LEVEL POTENTIAL

COMMON

RARE

EPIC

45%
mint probability

25%
mint probability

15%
mint probability

Wisdom Level
potential 1-6

Wisdom Level
potential 1-7

Wisdom Level
potential 1-8

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

FOUNDATION

10%
mint probability

5%
mint probability

Special Launch
Event

Wisdom Level
potential 1-9

Wisdom Level
potential 1-10

Wisdom Level
potential 1-10

Wisdom Level Stats used in the Metaverse ventures are synthesized from Rarity and the
Wisdom Level of the NFT.
This is the formula that creates CMF tokens.
Q1 & Q2 Pool Rewards / Players = X tokens
X Tokens / Players : Rarity % + Wisdom Level power.
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HOW TO HAVE A STRONGER
WISDOM LEVEL ?
Stake Wisdom Tokens in your NFT to level up and earn more CMF tokens.
Each NFT requires a certain EXP to level up, the more quantity of Wisdom tokens
put in the NFT the fastest you can level up.

Rarity level % of Yield Farm Power

RARE
10%+

EPIC
15%+

MYTHIC
35%+

LEGENDARY
25%+

FOUNDATION
45%+
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NFT MARKETPLACE

THE WISDOM META
Is a decentralized exchange where users can buy and sell Entrepreneurs NFT’s.
In order to provide the best experience and the least fees, we have optimized the
smart contracts in the following ways.
1. NFT’s can be exchanged directly in the NFT Marketplace.
2. Floor price is regulated by CMF Dao to ensure the protocol is secure for
investors.
3. The platform takes a 5% exchange fee that goes to the Buyback and Burn pool.
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ROAD MAP
•

Idea Conceptualization / June 2021

•

Initial Fundraising / June 2021

•

Build the Gamers Crew CMC 250 scholarships / July 2021

•

Build the backers community CMF / September 2021

•

CMF DAO / November 2021

•

1,000 scholarships program / November-December 2021

•

Whitepaper release & Coinmarketcap / December 10

•

Apply CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap, Blockfolio Listing / December 10

•

Fundraising DAO CMF Private sale 0.01 /14 December 2021

•

Community Public sale CMF token 0.05 / 5 January 2022

•

Smart contract public sale / 15 January 2022

February 2022

•

BSC our tokens Wallet testnet Launch / February 1

•

Smart contract Wisdom Token / February 15

•

Launch pools Community Private whitelist sales.

•

Staking CMF Launch pool for Wisdom Tokens / February 21

•

CMF Tokens rewards with LP Tokens BNB / CMF

•

First weekly vesting releases community tokens.

•

Whitelist NFT’s Founder Collection- Limited edition

•

NFT’s Marketplace Launch

•

Marketing and Airdrops launches

April 2022

December 2021 / January 2022

March 2022

•

Beta test NFT’s Creation algorithm / April 2021

•

Staking NFT’s to Level Up / April 2021

•

Gamefi Platform Launch / Join the Metaverse April 2021

•

Influencers Marketing Campaign Launch

•

Diversified the Ventures and NFT’s Collection

•

Build the 3d Metaverse
2022
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ABOUT US
Wisdom Meta is a Gamefi Protocol Powered by CMF DAO .
Wisdom Meta is our NFT’s collection that revives the diversity of real people
that help us to create our gaming guild DAO and honors them by giving the
opportunity to create their own NFT’s collection for their audiences.

What is CMF?
Crypto Makers Foundation is a decentralized autonomous organization focused
on developing the play-to-earn economy by building a strong community of
gamers for the metaverse.

Why Crypto Makers Foundation?
We are Creating a DAO that actually has its own economic ecosystem instead
of only depending on other crypto gaming platforms.
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COMMON

QUESTIONS
How can I get involved as a scholar?
We handle everything related to scholarships in our Discord environment. To
apply for a scholarship, please join this server and follow the instructions
provided there.
Our managers are working really hard to onboard as many scholars as possible.

How can I get involved as a contributor?
As a decentralized autonomous organization, we want to ensure a widespread
distribution of the $CMF token. Therefore, we’re actively researching several
ways of having a public investment round where anyone will have the opportunity
to purchase their stake of tokens and thereby become part of the Crypto Maker
Foundation DAO.
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